
INTERNAL AUDIT CHECKLIST: EMERGENCY BACKUP SYSTEMS  

For farmers to complete prior to the annual PigCareTM audit and have available for the auditor to check. 

Does the farm have rooms that will not naturally ventilate in case of power or 
equipment failure? If so: 

Please or   X Date 
N/A No Yes 

Has the farm worked through how their systems will safeguard animal welfare 
in the face of failure of individual system components for mechanical 
ventilation including power, circuit breakers, controllers, fans, sensors, air inlets 
etc.? 

    

Have dial out / remote monitoring systems for power or component failure 
been tested? 

    

Have independently wired high temperature alarm systems been tested for 
every room (if applicable)? 

    

Does the farm have a robust system of re-setting high temperature alarms in 
different rooms with different setpoints and different external temperatures? 

    

Does a service log confirm that the generator has been serviced and the battery 
is recent enough? 

    

Does a service log confirm that the generator has been tested at least every 
month? 

    

Is the generator adequately fueled?     

Is the generator’s fuel fresh and stabilised?     

Is there a dropout in every room that requires one as contingency to the above 
8 points? 

    

Has every dropout been tested?     

Has the farm worked through how their systems will safeguard animal welfare 
in the face of failure of INDIVIDUAL water system components including power, 
circuit breaker, pump, water supply etc. 

    

Is there a backup water supply in the event of power or pump failure?     

Is there adequate water storage capacity?     

Is there a backup water pump and generator (where required)?      

Is there means of alerting staff if a water pumping system has stopped (e.g. 
tank level indicator)? 

    

Has every room/shelter or pen type been inspected to confirm it would not 
flood in case of a large water leak e.g. pipe bursting? 

    

Has the appropriate action for addressing a broken, retained, or lost needle 
situation been discussed with all farm staff? 

    

Is the state of repair/functionality of emergency humane slaughter equipment 
checked, cleaned and lubricated regularly? 

    

Has the farm completed a fire drill with a hypothetical situation discussed with 
the staff? 

    

Is the number and currency of fire extinguishers adequate?     

Is there an operational siren for fire or another emergency?     

Is there a vital equipment checklist to promptly identify at risk items or 
equipment that needs to be investigated or repaired e.g. fans, air inlets, 
flooring support systems? 

    

Are outdoor huts adequately anchored in the event of high wind situations?     

Has the farm trained all relevant staff in operation of the above requirements, 
where applicable? 

    

 

I confirm that the above requirements have been checked prior to the annual PigCareTM audit: 

NAME (print):        

SIGNATURE:        DATE:     

  


